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Chinese scientists have created an optogenetic tool that can accurately regulate gene expression by mimicking normal expression in living systems. The scheme presented by them will help to study in depth the mechanisms of gene expression in animal cells. In a paper published in Nature Communications, the researchers also demonstrated the potential use of the molecular tool as a therapy for type 1 diabetes.





To understand how a particular protein functions, how a cell responds to external and internal signals, it is necessary to be able to analyze how genes are expressed, and, accordingly, proteins are produced. It is generally accepted that under constant external conditions, the concentration and functions of key regulatory molecules in the cell do not change much or randomly fluctuate around a fixed value.






However, many regulatory proteins, including transcription factors, function in a “pulsating” manner and, accordingly, differently affect the cell fate, the cell’s response to stress conditions and differentiation. Scientists have managed to explain the mechanisms of only some of these pulsating mechanisms. The creation of controlled pulsating systems can be useful for further study of their mechanism and the biological functions behind them.




				

			
			
								

					


											

																

																		

																				

											Genetic Predisposition to Gambling: Myth or Reality?


																						
												
													2023-08-16												

												
													By Brian												

																						


																						

												The complex interplay of nature and nurture has been debated for centuries. One area that has piqued interest recently is the question of whether there’s a genetic predisposition towards behaviors such as gambling. Could our DNA influence our attraction to high-risk, high-reward scenarios? Unraveling the Genetic Threads Modern research has begun to shed light on

Continue Reading “Genetic Predisposition to Gambling: Myth or Reality?”


												
																						


																				


																		


																


							
	

																

																		

																				

											Quantum computer used for the first time in a real chemical experiment


																						
												
													2023-05-12												

												
													By Brian												

																						


																						

												For the first time ever, a quantum computer has been used to solve a real chemical problem. A team of scientists from the University of Basel have successfully used a quantum computer to simulate a molecular process in an unprecedented level of accuracy, providing valuable insights into the underlying physical dynamics and ultimately leading to

Continue Reading “Quantum computer used for the first time in a real chemical experiment”


												
																						


																				


																		


																


							
	

																

																		

																				

											Chemistry: Discoveries, Facts & Events


																						
												
													2023-03-30												

												
													By Brian												

																						


																						

												Chemistry is a fascinating and ever-changing field of study. The discoveries made each year are sure to keep you on your toes, so it’s essential to stay up-to-date on what’s happening in the world of chemistry. Chemistry is a science that covers many different areas, from physics to biology. It includes how things react with
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											Must-Read Topics in Chemistry: A Comprehensive Guide


																						
												
													2023-03-10												

												
													By Brian												

																						


																						

												Chemistry is one of the fundamental sciences that provide insight into our world – from how everyday items work to how life is sustained on Earth! This article will introduce you to some must-read topics for anyone interested in understanding more about this fascinating subject area such as basics of chemistry; types of chemical reactions;

Continue Reading “Must-Read Topics in Chemistry: A Comprehensive Guide”


												
																						


																				


																		


																


							
	

																

																		

																				

											Economic Benefits of Investing in Chemistry Research


																						
												
													2023-03-08												

												
													By Brian												

																						


																						

												Chemistry has always been an important science with various applications across many industries, but over recent decades its importance has grown significantly as chemical research continues to bring new discoveries that help us to make progress across a range of fields – most notably business and economics. Today’s cutting-edge research into chemistry is helping us

Continue Reading “Economic Benefits of Investing in Chemistry Research”


												
																						


																				


																		


																


							
	

																

																		

																				

											Required Protein Synthesis and Coronovirus Control


																						
												
													2023-01-08												

												
													By Brian												

																						


																						

												Understanding and controlling required protein synthesis is essential for successful control of the coronavirus pandemic. Without required protein, we lack the ability to replicate and respond to a virus, so it is paramount that required proteins are synthesized in order for each person to effectively manage covid. Accurately understanding required protein synthesis and applying it

Continue Reading “Required Protein Synthesis and Coronovirus Control”


												
																						


																				


																		


																


							



								


						
				


		




The release of insulin by cells refers to this pulsating pattern. Insulin is a protein hormone secreted by the beta cells of the pancreas. Insulin blocks the release of glucose from the liver and encourages cells to use glucose from food in the blood.






In research work, chemicals that influence gene expression are widely used to control gene expression. However, such chemical inducers do not disintegrate for a long time and therefore affect expression for too long. And if in an experiment on cell cultures it is possible to physically remove the acting substance (change the environment), then in animal experiments there is no such possibility (it is impossible to “take back” a substance from animal cells), and it is practically impossible to dynamically regulate expression by simply adding or removing a chemical … There are alternative systems in which gene expression depends on light, but the use of such systems is very limited: it is difficult to “deliver” the required amount of light deep into the tissue, because the tissue itself absorbs light quite strongly.
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The problem of protein management is of interest not only to those involved in gene expression. Previously, neuroscientists had developed chimeric proteins that simultaneously possess both luminescence (the ability to glow) and light sensitivity. 







A group of scientists from the East China University of Science and Technology, led by Yi Yang, proposed using a similar system, which combines chemical and light regulation, to control gene expression in cells. The scientists decided to create a chimeric protein consisting of a light-activated transcription factor and luciferase. To do this, they combined a modified deep-sea shrimp luciferase NanoLuc and the LOV domain (light-oxygen-voltage), a light-sensitive protein of plants and fungi, into one molecule. In this case, the LOV domain absorbs blue light well (wavelength λ = 440–480 nanometers), and the NLuc luciferase just produces blue light. This system can be influenced in two ways: directly by light or by providing luciferase with its substrate, furimazine. Experiments have shown that the system actually functions as a logical “OR” element. The expression of the protein controlled by the chimeric transcription factor increased 116-fold with the addition of furimazine at a concentration of 2.5 micromolar, and decreased with a further increase in the substrate concentration.
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									The Role of Chemical Analysis in Ensuring Safety and Quality


																		
										
											2024-03-13										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									In an age where consumers are increasingly concerned about the safety and quality of the products they use daily, chemical analysis emerges as a pivotal tool in ensuring these standards are not only met but exceeded. From the food we eat to the cosmetics we apply, every product undergoes rigorous testing to identify any potential

Continue Reading “The Role of Chemical Analysis in Ensuring Safety and Quality”
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									Innovative Chemical Strategies for Reducing Automotive Emissions


																		
										
											2024-03-13										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									The challenge of automotive pollution extends far beyond the visible smog that often envelops our cities. Vehicles emit a complex cocktail of pollutants, including but not limited to carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC), and particulate matter (PM), each contributing to a wide range of environmental and health problems. Carbon monoxide, a colorless,

Continue Reading “Innovative Chemical Strategies for Reducing Automotive Emissions”
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									Gene Engineering: Discoveries and Dilemmas


																		
										
											2023-08-17										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									The Cutting-Edge of Gene Editing Gene editing has always promised a future where hereditary diseases become extinct, crops become more resilient, and medical treatments become revolutionary. The CRISPR-Cas9 system, a tool borrowed from bacterial immune systems, has been at the forefront of these innovations. With its ability to precisely target and modify DNA sequences, scientists

Continue Reading “Gene Engineering: Discoveries and Dilemmas”
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									Genetic Predisposition to Gambling: Myth or Reality?


																		
										
											2023-08-16										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									The complex interplay of nature and nurture has been debated for centuries. One area that has piqued interest recently is the question of whether there’s a genetic predisposition towards behaviors such as gambling. Could our DNA influence our attraction to high-risk, high-reward scenarios? Unraveling the Genetic Threads Modern research has begun to shed light on
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									Unveiling the Latest Breakthroughs in Biology and Chemistry


																		
										
											2023-05-19										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Biology and chemistry are two of the most fascinating sciences that delve into the mysteries of life and matter. Over the years, scientists and researchers have been exploring the depths of these fields, uncovering new phenomena and insights that have revolutionized our understanding of the natural world. Recent discoveries in biology and chemistry have been

Continue Reading “Unveiling the Latest Breakthroughs in Biology and Chemistry”
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									Researching with Precision: The Fusion of Custom Term Paper Writing Service and ChemIR Database Research Station of Worldwide Internet


																		
										
											2023-05-16										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Chemistry is a field of science that involves the study of matter and its properties. It encompasses a wide range of disciplines, including organic, inorganic, and physical chemistry. The ChemIR Database Research Station of Worldwide Internet is a platform that provides researchers with access to a vast collection of chemical data. Custom term paper writing

Continue Reading “Researching with Precision: The Fusion of Custom Term Paper Writing Service and ChemIR Database Research Station of Worldwide Internet”
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									Quantum computer used for the first time in a real chemical experiment


																		
										
											2023-05-12										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									For the first time ever, a quantum computer has been used to solve a real chemical problem. A team of scientists from the University of Basel have successfully used a quantum computer to simulate a molecular process in an unprecedented level of accuracy, providing valuable insights into the underlying physical dynamics and ultimately leading to
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									Chemistry: Discoveries, Facts & Events


																		
										
											2023-03-30										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Chemistry is a fascinating and ever-changing field of study. The discoveries made each year are sure to keep you on your toes, so it’s essential to stay up-to-date on what’s happening in the world of chemistry. Chemistry is a science that covers many different areas, from physics to biology. It includes how things react with
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									Must-Read Topics in Chemistry: A Comprehensive Guide


																		
										
											2023-03-10										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Chemistry is one of the fundamental sciences that provide insight into our world – from how everyday items work to how life is sustained on Earth! This article will introduce you to some must-read topics for anyone interested in understanding more about this fascinating subject area such as basics of chemistry; types of chemical reactions;
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									Economic Benefits of Investing in Chemistry Research


																		
										
											2023-03-08										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Chemistry has always been an important science with various applications across many industries, but over recent decades its importance has grown significantly as chemical research continues to bring new discoveries that help us to make progress across a range of fields – most notably business and economics. Today’s cutting-edge research into chemistry is helping us
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									Required Protein Synthesis and Coronovirus Control


																		
										
											2023-01-08										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Understanding and controlling required protein synthesis is essential for successful control of the coronavirus pandemic. Without required protein, we lack the ability to replicate and respond to a virus, so it is paramount that required proteins are synthesized in order for each person to effectively manage covid. Accurately understanding required protein synthesis and applying it

Continue Reading “Required Protein Synthesis and Coronovirus Control”
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									The Complete Guide to Writing a Research Paper


																		
										
											2022-11-16										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									If you’re looking for help write a research paper for me, you’ve come to the right place. The Complete Guide to Writing a Research Paper will teach you everything you need to know about academic research, from finding a topic to submitting your final paper. In addition, our experts are available 24/7 to help you

Continue Reading “The Complete Guide to Writing a Research Paper”
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									Woo Casino Australia is Launching Chemistry Themed Online Pokie Machine


																		
										
											2022-07-15										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									If you’re a fan of online slots, then you’ll be excited to hear that Woo Casino is launching a new chemistry-themed slot game! This game is sure to be popular with players of all ages, as chemistry has been gaining popularity in pop culture over the past few years. Whether it’s because of the release

Continue Reading “Woo Casino Australia is Launching Chemistry Themed Online Pokie Machine”
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									About Fluorescent Protein and Its Applications in Chemistry, Biology and Medicine


																		
										
											2022-04-26										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									What are fluorescent proteins? Focusing on fluorescent proteins and immunoassays allows us to highlight one of the most interesting applications of AI in general and AI assistants in particular. The advent of artificial intelligence writing assistants has spawned a new wave in content creation in companies. The heyday of artificial intelligence will have a huge

Continue Reading “About Fluorescent Protein and Its Applications in Chemistry, Biology and Medicine”
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									Recent Developments in Gene Therapy Research


																		
										
											2021-05-06										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Gene therapy may become the major way to prevent or treat diseases in the future and replace all the medical procedures we are following at present. However, it is still in the initial stages. Scientists have to conduct a lot of research in this field before it can be used for the benefit of humankind.

Continue Reading “Recent Developments in Gene Therapy Research”
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									Top 3 Chemistry Term Paper Topics


																		
										
											2021-04-26										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Finding the best chemistry term paper topic is challenging. You may struggle to choose from the various topic ideas. Some students select topics that their professors have seen too much of them. Others cannot differentiate between those applicable to their field and those in similar ones. Choosing the best topic can have many benefits. You’ll

Continue Reading “Top 3 Chemistry Term Paper Topics”
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									Top 7 Most Important Chemistry Discoveries Ever


																		
										
											2021-04-26										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									While most people overlook chemistry compared to other disciplines, some achievements cannot be overstated. In fact, you’d be hard-pressed to realize some of the discoveries feature in our daily routine. Here are seven chemistry breakthroughs that have completely changed our lives. Taxol Taxol was discovered in the second half of the 20th century. The researchers

Continue Reading “Top 7 Most Important Chemistry Discoveries Ever”
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									The antimicrobial peptide protected citrus fruits from bacterial infection


																		
										
											2021-02-16										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									U.S. biologists have found a protein that can protect citrus trees from an infectious disease called citrus greening. The described compound proved to be more effective than the antibiotic streptomycin and also resistant to heat, which makes it an ideal candidate for the fight against pathogenic bacteria. The work is published in PNAS. Citrus greening,

Continue Reading “The antimicrobial peptide protected citrus fruits from bacterial infection”
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									Insecticides prevented Drosophila from sleeping and remembering odors


																		
										
											2020-12-10										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									The most popular insecticides in agriculture (neonicotinoids) have caused Drosophila sleep, circadian rhythm and memory disorders, according to a study published in the journal Scientific Reports. Neonicotinoids acted on nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in fly brain neurons and interfered with normal signal transduction. Most likely, these insecticides pose such a threat not only to insect pests,

Continue Reading “Insecticides prevented Drosophila from sleeping and remembering odors”
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									Exercise protected the muscles from inflammatory dystrophy


																		
										
											2020-11-14										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Scientists have confirmed that exercise prevents muscle loss, muscle weakness and dysfunction caused by chronic inflammation. For example, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, rheumatoid arthritis, influenza, or a cytokine storm during covid. The study also proved that the 3D model of muscle tissue developed by scientists can be used in the future to study inflammatory muscle

Continue Reading “Exercise protected the muscles from inflammatory dystrophy”
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									Rays of support


																		
										
											2020-10-11										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Why hang purple lamps over the plants In winter, instead of warm yellow lights, you can often see an ominous purple glow in the windows of apartment buildings. These are glowing phytolamps, with the help of which amateur florists hope to cheer up their houseplants and seedlings. We tell why they use such an unusual

Continue Reading “Rays of support”
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									Bacteria have been taught to synthesize an important alkene


																		
										
											2020-09-09										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									Researchers in the UK have taught E. coli to produce hepta-1,3,5-triene, a compound used in the chemical industry. The authors, published in ACS Synthetic Biology, hope that their proposed metabolic pathway will be an environmentally friendly alternative to obtaining this substance from fossil fuels. Polyunsaturated alkenes are used in the production of pharmaceuticals and the

Continue Reading “Bacteria have been taught to synthesize an important alkene”
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									Machine learning has helped generate more vector variants for gene therapy


																		
										
											2020-07-03										

										
											By Brian										

																		


									American scientists have used machine learning techniques to create many variants of the adeno-associated virus, which is often used as a delivery agent in gene therapy. The models used during the work were viable particles with a large number of mutations. The authors of the paper published in Nature Biotechnology hope that the method developed

Continue Reading “Machine learning has helped generate more vector variants for gene therapy”
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			Activating gene transcription
			According to the scientists’ idea, the luciferase in the transcription factor quickly uses the substrate provided to it, and as soon as it ends, the transcription factor stops activating gene transcription.

To test how well the factor they created meets expectations, the researchers measured the expression level of the protein they controlled over time.

According to the results of measurements, 4-6 hours after the addition of furimazine, the level of protein synthesis reached a maximum, and then sharply decreased.



		About fluorescent protein
			The researchers then tested the system in vivo in animal models. The livers of mice were transfected with plasmids in which the expression of a reporter fluorescent protein was controlled by an engineered chimeric transcription factor.

After the administration of furimazine to mice, the expression of the reporter protein also reached a maximum after four hours and decreased sharply afterwards.

The amplitude of the expression level changed with the concentration of the administered furimazine. In addition, protein expression could be re-“turned on” at intervals of eight hours.



		Glucose level in the cell-implanted mice
			Cells in which insulin production was controlled by a chimeric transcription factor were encapsulated in a semipermeable membrane.

The membrane permeable only to low molecular weight compounds (<72 kilodaltons) protects foreign cells from physical contact with the immune system of the host animal. Type 1 diabetic mice were given five milligrams of furimazine per kilogram of animal weight and blood glucose was measured after three hours.

The glucose level in the cell-implanted mice decreased compared to the rest (non-implanted, furimazine-free mice).
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